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A B S T R A C T

Contemporary theories of learning emphasize the role of a prediction error signal in driving learning, but the
nature of this signal remains hotly debated. Here, we used Pavlovian conditioning in rats to investigate whether
primary motivational and emotional states interact to control prediction error. We initially generated cues that
positively or negatively predicted an appetitive food outcome. We then assessed how these cues modulated
aversive conditioning when a novel cue was paired with a foot shock. We found that a positive predictor of food
enhances, whereas a negative predictor of that same food impairs, aversive conditioning. Critically, we also
showed that the enhancement produced by the positive predictor is removed by reducing the value of its as-
sociated food. In contrast, the impairment triggered by the negative predictor remains insensitive to devaluation
of its associated food. These findings provide compelling evidence that the motivational value attributed to a
predicted food outcome can directly control appetitive-aversive interactions and, therefore, that motivational
processes can modulate emotional processes to generate the final error term on which subsequent learning is
based.

1. Introduction

The capacity to extract predictive information from the environ-
ment allows animals to anticipate and adapt to important events
(Hollis, 1984). This capacity is commonly demonstrated in the labora-
tory through Pavlovian conditioning during which an initially neutral
conditioning stimulus (CS; e.g., a sound or a light) is trained to reliably
predict a biologically significant unconditioned stimulus (US; e.g., food
or foot shock). Successful learning is later demonstrated by the ability
of the CS when presented on its own to elicit various conditioned re-
sponses that reflect the properties of the US. Contemporary theories
emphasize the role of a prediction error signal in regulating Pavlovian
conditioning arguing that learning takes place when there is a dis-
crepancy between what is expected to occur and what actually occurs
(Pearce & Bouton, 2001). The importance of this discrepancy or error is
well illustrated by the blocking (Kamin, 1968) and super-conditioning
phenomena (Rescorla, 1971). Blocking refers to the finding that con-
ditioning fails when a target CS is accompanied with another CS that
has already been trained to positively predict the US employed (i.e., an
excitatory CS). Conversely, super-conditioning reveals that con-
ditioning is enhanced when a target CS is accompanied with another CS
that has already been trained to negatively predict the US (i.e., an in-
hibitory CS). Thus, blocking takes place because the pre-trained excitor

reduces the prediction error signal whereas the pre-trained inhibitor in
super-conditioning increases that error.

The central role played by a prediction error signal in Pavlovian
conditioning is widely accepted, it has support at the neural level
(Schultz, Dayan, & Montague, 1997) and has been documented in both
the appetitive (e.g., the US is food) and the aversive domain (e.g., the
US is shock). Yet, its exact nature and relationship to primary motiva-
tional and emotional states remains hotly debated (Chiew & Braver,
2011; LeDoux, 2012). It has been known for some time that such signals
must reflect the discrepancy between the emotional response elicited by
predictors of the US and the US itself (Dickinson & Balleine, 2000). For
example, a CS predicting a particular food US will block the formation
of a predictive relationship between a co-present CS and a different
food US (Rescorla, 1999). More strikingly perhaps, aversive blocking is
not only obtained using an aversive excitor (i.e., a CS positively pre-
dicting a shock US) but also when using an appetitive inhibitor (i.e., a
CS negatively predicting a food US) (Dickinson & Dearing, 1979). Fur-
ther, an aversive inhibitor and an appetitive excitor can both produce
aversive super-conditioning (Dickinson, 1977). Thus, despite radical
differences in their specific predictions, an excitor of one emotional
state appears to be functionally equivalent to an inhibitor of the other
emotional state and both appear to influence prediction error in a si-
milar manner. Over and above these emotional effects, it is also clear
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that error signals must, at some level, reflect an animal’s primary mo-
tivational state. For instance, food is appetitive but its effectiveness as a
US is greater when an animal is hungry than when sated (Holland,
1981). Nevertheless, it is not known how and to what degree motiva-
tional and emotional states interact to control prediction errors.

The current series of experiments was designed, therefore, to in-
vestigate how motivational manipulations affect the prediction error
signal in experiments in which blocking and super-conditioning were
generated by a transition between appetitive and aversive emotional
states. Rats first learned that an initially neutral CS positively or ne-
gatively predicted an appetitive food US. We then assessed how these
stimuli modulated aversive conditioning to a novel CS that was paired
with an aversive shock US. Critically, we also evaluated whether this
modulation was affected by reducing the motivational value of the food
US that had been used to establish the positive or negative appetitive
predictors. If motivational and emotional states interact to control the
prediction error signal that drives Pavlovian conditioning, we should
expect that reducing the value of a food US will interfere with the de-
velopment of the aversion to the neutral stimulus.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Subjects

The subjects were 64 experimentally naive male Sprague-Dawley
rats (Rattus Norvegicus; at least 8-week old) weighing between 300 g
and 500 g at the start of the experiments. They were obtained from the
Animal Resources Centre (Perth, Western Australia) and were housed in
plastic boxes (67 cm×40 cm×22 cm; 8 rats per box) located in a
climate-controlled colony room. The room was maintained on a 12 h
light/dark cycle (lights on between 7 am and 7 pm) and all procedures
took place during the light cycle. Three days before the behavioral
procedures, the rats were handled daily and were put on a food de-
privation schedule to maintain them at around 90% of their ad libitum
feeding weight. This food deprivation schedule was maintained
throughout the behavioral procedures unless stated otherwise. In some
experiments, animals were placed on a water deprivation schedule that
involved providing ad libitum access to food but only a three-hour ac-
cess to water each day. Rats were treated in accordance with the
Australian National Health and Medical Research Council guidelines,
and the Animal Care and Ethics Committee of the University of New
South Wales approved all procedures.

2.2. Behavioral apparatus

Training and testing took place in 12 Med Associates (St. Albans,
VT, USA) operant chambers enclosed in sound- and light-resistant
shells. Each chamber measured 30 cm (height)× 24 cm
(length)× 21 cm (width). The side walls were made of aluminum, and
the back and front walls as well as the ceiling were made of clear
Perspex. The floors consisted of stainless steel rods that were 3.8mm in
diameter, spaced 1.6 cm apart (centre to centre), and wired to a con-
stant current generator that could deliver shock. Each operant chamber
was equipped with a dipper and a pellet dispenser that could deliver
into a recessed magazine 0.1ml of a 20% sucrose solution or a single
grain pellet (45mg; BioServe Biotechnologies), respectively. Each
chamber also contained an auditory stimulus generator that could de-
liver a 1 kHz tone stimulus, and a 28 V DC mechanical relay that gen-
erated a 2 Hz clicker stimulus. Stimulus lights were positioned on the
same wall and to either side of the magazine. These lights were used to
provide a 2 Hz flashing visual stimulus. A 3W, 24 V house light was
used as a constant visual stimulus to provide illumination of the operant
chamber. An infrared photobeam crossed the magazine opening, al-
lowing for the detection of magazine entries. A camera mounted on the
back wall of each shell recorded the behavior of each rat and was
connected to a monitor and a DVD recorder. An infrared light source

illuminated each chamber to allow visualization of the behavior as all
experiments were conducted in the dark (i.e., the house light was used
as a discrete stimulus). A set of two microcomputers running proprie-
tary software (Med-PC; MED Associates) controlled all experimental
events and recorded magazine entries.

2.3. Behavioral procedures

2.3.1. General procedures
All experiments employed four distinct stimuli: clicker, tone, con-

stant house light and flashing stimulus lights. The duration of the in-
dividual stimuli or the compounds composed of these stimuli (always
one visual and the other auditory) was always 20 s. In any single ses-
sion, presentations of the stimuli or compounds were separated by an
inter-trial interval that ranged from 4min to 6min with an average of
5min. The inter-trial interval was varied daily between four sets of
pseudorandom orders. In all experiments, the intensity of the foot shock
was 0.5 mA and its duration was 0.5 s. All experiments started with pre-
exposure to each of the stimuli to reduce any novelty induced responses
and magazine training to familiarize the rats to the sounds of the ma-
gazine and dipper dispensing the grain pellet and sucrose solution.
These stages occurred in the manner described below.

Pre-exposure – Two sessions of pre-exposure were given across two
consecutive days with each session involving two presentations of each
of the four stimuli. The sequence of presentations of the stimuli was
selected among four sets of pseudorandom orders.

Magazine training – Following pre-exposure, two sessions of maga-
zine training were given across two consecutive days. For experiments
involving a single food outcome (food pellets), each session lasted ap-
proximately 30min during which food pellets were delivered into the
magazine on random-time 60 s schedule. For experiments involving two
food outcomes, each session lasted approximately 60min during which
food pellets and sucrose solution were delivered into the magazine on a
random-time 60 s schedule.

2.3.2. Experiment 1
Appetitive training – Following pre-exposure and magazine training,

there were eight daily sessions of appetitive training across eight con-
secutive days. Each session involved forward appetitive conditioning
during which presentations of stimulus S1 terminated in the delivery of
one outcome (01; sucrose solution or grain pellets) while presentations
of stimulus S2 terminated in the delivery of another outcome (O2; grain
pellets or sucrose solution). S1 and S2 were visual (constant house light
or flashing lights, counterbalanced). In each session, there were six
pairings of S1-01 and six of S2-02, with the order of these pairings being
varied across four different pseudorandom orders. Throughout the
session, magazine entries were recorded and separated into stimulus
period and a prior stimulus period with equal length (Pre; 20 s).

Outcome devaluation – The day after the end of appetitive training,
rats received one-hour access to outcome O1. Due to previous coun-
terbalancing, O1 was food pellets for half the rats and it was sucrose
solution for the other half. This sensory specific satiety manipulation
was conducted in distinct plastic cages (1 rat per cage) located in a
separate room within the laboratory.

Aversive training – Immediately after outcome devaluation, rats re-
ceived a single session of aversive training. This session involved pre-
sentations of S1 in compound with the relatively novel S3 and of S2 in
compound with the relatively novel S4. S3 and S4 were auditory, tone
or the clicker counterbalanced. Presentation of the S1S3 and the S2S4
compounds terminated in foot shock. Each compound was presented
twice during the session in the following order: S1S3-S2S4-S2S4-S1S3.
Aversive (freezing) responses were recorded throughout the training
and they were separated into a compound and a Pre period.

Aversive testing – Aversive responding (freezing) to S3 and S4 was
assessed across a single test conducted one day after aversive training.
There were six presentations of each stimulus. The order of presentation
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